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History

• In last October/November, there were some discussions on the mailing list.
• Consensus: move to Proposed Standard
• Posted version 5 and 6.
• Mid February: “[IPFIX] Document Action: 'IPFIX Export per SCTP Stream' to Informational RFC
• However, the consensus was Proposed Standard
• Did an IETF last call directly: “Last Call: draft-ietf-ipfix-export-per-sctp stream (IPFIX Export per SCTP Stream) to Proposed Standard”,}
Status

• IESG evaluation:
  Received some feedback from Ben Campbell, confused as to how the collector determines the exporter supports this extension
  DISCUSS comment from Russ Housley: basically the same as Ben Campbell
  We have re-arranged the “The Collecting Process's Side” section
  Waiting for Ben and Russ’ reviews